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*e centralized management of Software-Defined Network (SDN) brings convenience to Space-Air-Ground Integrated Networks
(SAGIN), which also makes it vulnerable to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS). At present, the popular detection methods are
based on machine learning, but most of them are fixed detection strategies with high overhead and real-time control, so the
efficiency is not high. *is paper designs different defense methods for different DDoS attacks and constructs a multitype DDoS
defense model based on a dynamic Bayesian game in the Software-Defined Space-Air-Ground Integrated Networks (SD-SAGIN).
*e proposed gamemodel’s Nash equilibrium is solved based on the different costs and payoffs of each method. We simulated the
attack and defense of DDoS in Ryu controller and Mininet. *e results show that, under our model, the attacker and defender’s
strategies are in a dynamic balance, and the controller can effectively reduce the defense cost while ensuring detection accuracy.
Compared with the existing traditional Support Vector Machine (SVM) defense method, the performance of the proposed
method is better, and it provides one of the references for DDoS defense in SD-SAGIN.

1. Introduction

Software-Defined Space-Air-Ground Integrated Networks
(SD-SAGIN) employ Software-Defined Network (SDN) in
Space-Air-Ground Integrated Networks (SAGIN) to achieve
highly centralized management. SAGIN [1] combines the
advantages of three networks with different heights. It has a
wide coverage and few transmission restrictions, but it also
has disadvantages such as high delay, instability, and small
throughput.

At the same time, the complexity and scale of the space-
ground network also bring great challenges to themanagement
of the Network; thus, the Software-Defined Network (SDN)
has been introduced as a solution [2]. Different from the
closure and complexity of the traditional network, SDN sep-
arates the data plane from the control plane. It has the ad-
vantages of high openness, easy management, and
programmability, which enhance the research and develop-
ment of the network and reduce the cost of maintenance and
update. It can provide further service innovation and business

flexibility for the integrated network of SAG. But high con-
centration also brings serious security issues. *e controller is
the brain of the whole SD-SAGIN. Once the controller is
attacked or even destroyed, the whole network will suffer.

One of the most serious threats to controllers is Dis-
tributed Denial of Service (DDoS). It is caused by a large
number of controlled puppets hosts to attack the targeted
system, resulting in a sharp consumption of the targeted
system’s resources, and finally make its service quality de-
cline or even terminated. Due to the centrality of SDN, when
a DDoS attack occurs, the switches will generate a large
number of packet-in messages to send to the controller,
resulting in the controller’s resources being occupied, the
flow table of the switch increases sharply, and a large number
of messages will block the secure channel between the
controller and switches, which may eventually paralyze the
whole SDN. If DDoS occurs in SD-SAGIN, communication
channels may be blocked in a short time, and controllers’
resources would be occupied, causing service quality to be
severely damaged.
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As a mathematical tool, game theory is an analytical tool
that formulates the interaction between various incentive
structures with the idea of mathematical modeling to solve
or understand the optimization strategies of each party. In
recent years, it has been more and more introduced into the
field of computer science and plays an important role in
network attack and defense, resource allocation, and so on.
Dynamic Bayesian game is a type of game in which a player
determines his choice of strategy by estimating the proba-
bilities (prior probabilities) of other players’ types, pre-
dicting the strategies chosen by other players, and
calculating the maximum average payoffs under his strategy.
In this paper, a dynamic Bayesian game of DDoS attack and
defense in SD-SAGIN is constructed. Compared with the
existing traditional Support Vector Machine (SVM) defense
method, the proposed method can reduce defense overhead
and improve defense efficiency while ensuring network
security. *e traditional SVM is used for proving that, with
the help of game theory, the defense of DDoS based on
machine learning could be more economically.

In this paper, in order to reflect the effect of the method,
we simplified the implementation process of the model. It is
assumed that “attack is defended as soon as detected” and
the defense method is reflected in the form of detection.
When the controller detects an attack, it will stop the attack,
and the stop means are not described in this paper, such as
tracing the source and closing the attacker’s port.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces some related works. In Section 3, the offense and
defense game model is described. *e simulation and
analysis are given in Section 4. At last, a conclusion is drawn
in Section 5.

2. Related Work

At present, the mainstream methods used for DDoS de-
tection in SDN are divided into two categories: the detection
methods based on statistical information and the detection
methods based on machine learning [3]. *e detection
methods based on statistical information can well reflect the
randomness of the sequenced queues through information
entropy.

*e studies in [4, 5], respectively, proposed methods for
detecting DDoS attacks in SDN based on information en-
tropy. *ese methods mainly calculate the entropy of the
collected data. When the entropy is less than a certain
threshold, it indicates that the randomness of traffic is small,
and it can be judged that a DDoS attack has occurred.

Compared with the detection methods based on infor-
mation entropy, the detection methods based on machine
learning are used more frequently. Yuhua combined KNN
and FKNN algorithms to deploy DDoS detection and
mitigation mechanisms in the application layer and control
layer with high efficiency and stability. However, KNN takes
a large amount of computation and high cost [6]. *e au-
thors of [7, 8] put forward their DDoS attack detection
methods based on a decision tree algorithm. *ese methods
used the mapping relationship between object attributes and
object values in the decision tree algorithm to extract

information from flow table entries for classification to
detect DDoS traffic. *e authors of [9–11] used deep
learning algorithms such as neural networks to solve the
problem of DDoS detection in SDN.*is kind of method has
high accuracy, which is better than the traditional machine
learning method. At the same time, it can also shorten the
processing time of classification detection, but the number of
features is too big, which increases the detection cost and is
not efficient enough. *e study in [12] proposed a DDoS
attack situation assessment method based on the optimized
cloud model of the impact function, and the V-Support
Vector Machines (V-SVM) classification model was estab-
lished. *ree evaluation indicators are proposed, and an
index weight calculation algorithm is used to measure the
importance of different indicators.*is method can not only
improve the detection rate and false-negative rate of DDoS
attacks but also effectively deal with DDoS. *e attack sit-
uation is more accurate and more flexible than existing
methods.

In recent years, game theory, as an optimal strategy
selection method, has been gradually introduced into the
DDoS defense of SDN. Marcos et al. [13] proposed a DDoS
attack mitigation mechanism by using game theory. De-
fenders would choose the best defense strategy, but the game
theory was not used in the anomaly detection part. *e
authors of [14, 15] put forward an anomaly detection
mechanism and a pseudohoney pot trapping system, re-
spectively, aiming at the DDoS attack problem faced by the
Internet of *ings based on SDN, and the game theory was
used as the optimal strategy selection method. Ankur et al.
[16] used the programmability of SDN to propose a game
theory model for attack analysis and countermeasure se-
lection. *e model is based on the rewards and punishments
of the multiparty dynamic game, and it can effectively meet
the expectations of network administrators by using
anonymous theorem to punish DDoS traffic, reduce the
bandwidth of attackers, and reward cooperators. *e study
in [17] proposed a DDoS defense mechanism in SDN smart
grids. It establishes a noncooperative dynamic Bayesian
game model between a DDoS attacker and a network
hypervisor, so that the defender can make use of the limited
resources efficiently.

In the satellite network, the study in [18] generated an
efficient and energy-saving SDSN topology based on the
DCTG algorithm and the characteristic formula of the
optimization target. An improved network topology gen-
eration algorithm was proposed. Meanwhile, based on the
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithm of the DDoS
mitigation strategy, a DDoS mitigation mechanism for
satellite networks was proposed, which could effectively
alleviate the abnormal traffic caused by DDoS attacks in
SDSN and reduce the extra energy consumption of satellite
nodes in handling abnormal traffic. *e authors of [19]
proposed a satellite network topology optimization algo-
rithm combined with NIDS based on federated learning
distributed NIDS in STN. *is algorithm can reasonably
allocate resources in each domain and analyze and block
malicious traffic. It can also reduce the difficulty of malicious
packet tracking caused by frequent link switching.
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Compared with traditional NIDS, it can achieve higher
accuracy of malicious traffic identification, but lower CPU
utilization. To evaluate the trusted path, based on the tra-
ditional QoS model, the study in [20] proposed a TRM-
based trusted routing (TR) model and a hybrid routing (HR)
model based on TR and QoS model, which can protect the
normal traffic in ISTN from attack. *e authors in [21]
proposed a software-defined Space-Air-Ground Integrated
network architecture, which provided data relays for mis-
sions such as deep space exploration, ensuring the anti-
sabotage capability of stratospheric communication, and
established a large-scale information network with mutual
assistance and complementary functions.

To sum up, there are many DDoS attack detection
technologies in the SDN and SAGIN environment, but most
of them have problems such as long detection time, low
accuracy, and high overhead. As we know, for a network, it
does not suffer fromDDoS attacks all the time. But to protect
itself from types of DDoS attacks, it has to put the defense
system in a working state consuming the highest cost, just
for defending some possibilities. No doubt this has caused
some unnecessary waste of system resources. *erefore, if
there is a kind of defense system including a variety of DDoS
attack detection methods, we can employ these methods
differentially and do not need to maximize the cost to
maintain the defense system all the time. In this way, at the
expense of less attack detection time, the cost of defenders
will be reduced more, and finally, the whole optimization of
the defense system will be achieved.

In this paper, a DDoS attack defense method based on a
dynamic Bayesian game is proposed. Attackers and de-
fenders are regarded as two sides of the game, and corre-
sponding detection methods are set for different types of
DDoS attacks. *ese detection methods are specific and
cannot detect each other.*emathematical model of offense
and defense game between the two sides is established, and
the attack and defense strategies are scheduled on this basis.
*e controller takes the role of global supervisory in SDN,
and the defense cost is reduced, while the detection accuracy
is guaranteed.

3. Design of Attack and Defense Model

In recent years, game theory has been introduced into the
field of network security more and more because of its
characteristics in selecting optimal strategies. By modeling,
analyzing, and solving the strategies, actions, and payoffs of
the game players, game theory guides all parties to seek to
maximize their own payoffs and finally reach the equilib-
rium state.

In this paper, a DDoS attack and defense model based on
a dynamic Bayesian game in SD-SAGIN is proposed. *ree
typical DDoS attack modes are selected, and three detection
methods based on the SVM algorithm are designed for them.
Under the guidance of game theory, both sides select these
offensive and defensive methods and tend to maximize their
own payoffs, thus forming Nash equilibrium. Under the
Nash equilibrium, the strategy selection of both sides

presents a characteristic of dynamic equilibrium; that is,
when the defender’s prior belief (about whether there is an
attacker) is high, the attacker chooses not to attack with high
probability and chooses to attack under the low prior belief,
thus reducing the monitoring overhead of the defender and
improving the defense efficiency.

In the SD-SAGIN DDoS game model, the two sides of
the game are the attacker and the defender, the attacker is the
initiator of DDoS, and its action set is {Not Attack, SYN
Flood, ICMP Flood, UDP Flood}. *e defender is the SDN
controller, whose set of actions is {NOT DETECT, SYN
DETECT, ICMP DETECT, UDP DETECT}. Each detection
method can only detect the corresponding attack method.
For example, SYN Detect can only detect SYN Flood, while
ICMP Detect and UDP Detect will consider SYN Flood as
normal traffic. Support VectorMachine (SVM) is used as the
detection method. *e type of defender is certain and must
be in the game all the time, but the type of attacker is
uncertain.*e attacker can choose to participate in the game
or not participate in the game. *is is an incomplete in-
formation game, so the Bayesian game is chosen to model
this problem.

*e goal of the defender is to predict as accurately as
possible what the attacker will do in the next stage based on
the current situation and deploy the corresponding defen-
sive action. On the other hand, the target of the attacker is to
predict the defense strategy and adjust the attack strategy to
consume the controller’s network resources as much as
possible while minimizing its own cost. *e attacker may
choose to reduce the intensity of the attack in order not to
expose himself, while the defender is detecting.*us, a set of
Bayesian dynamic games is formed. In this game, the
controller as the defender (D) is not clear whether he is
gaming with the attacker (A); it will be according to the
observed network situation, which is the revision of the
attacker’s belief about the existence of the attacker. σ is the
prior belief, and σ′ is a prior belief revision. Table 1 shows
the symbolic representations in this game. Figure 1 shows
the overall design of the system.

3.1. Elements of the Game. A complete game should consist
of players, strategies, and payoffs:

(1) Players: players consist of DDoS attacker (A) and SD-
SGAIN controller (D). *ey rationally decide their
next strategy based on the actions of their opponents,
with the goal of maximizing their own gains.

(2) Strategies: the strategy set of attacker A is
a0, a1, a2, . . . , aN , where am (1≤m≤N) represents
using a DDoS attack-method-m. a0 represents not
attacking. p0, p1, p2, . . . , pN  represents the prob-
ability distribution of the attacker’s actions. pm

(1≤m≤N) represents the probability of taking the
attack-method-m, p0 represents the probability of
not attacking, and

p0 + 

N

1
pm � 1. (1)
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*e strategy set of defender D is d0, d1, d2, . . . , dN ,
where dn (1≤ n≤N) represents the deployment of a
DDoS detection-method-n and d0 represents not
defending. q0, q1, q2, . . . , qN  represents the prob-
ability distribution of the defender’s actions, qn

(1≤ n≤N) represents the probability of taking de-
tection-method-n, q0 represents the probability of
not defending, and

q0 + 

N

1
qn � 1. (2)

(3) Payoffs: the payoffs of the players depend on the
strategies they choose. First of all, we make it clear
that when the attacker takes am (1≤m≤N) and the
defender takes dn (1≤m≤N), the defender succeeds,
and the attacker fails only when m� n, which means
the defender taking the detection method corre-
sponding to the attack method. When m≠n, the
defender fails and the attacker succeeds. When the
attacker takes am (1≤m≤N) successfully, the gain is
wm and the cost is cm

a . And when the defender takes
dn (1≤ n≤N) successfully, the revenue is wm, and
the cost is cn

d. When the defender detects an attack, he
will impose additional punishment P on the attacker.
In this model, we assume that once the attack is
successful, the resource R of the whole controller will
be unavailable, so there is wm � R. We will discuss it
in the following two cases.

Scenario 1. An attacker exists, and the defender’s prior belief
is σ. When m� n, the defender succeeds, and the attacker’s
gain equals the cost of executing the attack-method-m plus
the penalty P imposed by the defender. *e defender’s gain
equals the controller resource R minus the cost of deploying
defense-method-n. If m≠ n, the attacker succeeds, and the
attacker’s gain equals the controller resource R minus the
cost of executing the attack-method-m. *e defender loses

the cost of the controller resource R and its deployment
defense-method-n.

Scenario 2. An attacker does not exist, in which case the
defender has a belief of 1 − σ. *ere is no attacker in the
game, the attacker’s gain is always 0, and the defender’s gain
is 0 (when not defending), or 0 minus cost of detection-
method-n (when defending). In both cases, the attacker-
defender payoff matrix is shown in Table 2.

3.2. Payoff Functions. In the game model, it is very im-
portant to construct the payoff functions according to the
game elements, and the actions of both sides are dominated
by the payoff functions.

3.2.1. Attacker’s Payoff Function. When the attacker selects
method a0 (not attack), the attacker’s payoff is

UA a0(  � σ ∗ 0 +(1 − σ)∗ 0 � 0. (3)

When the attacker selects method am (1≤m≤N), the
attacker’s payoff is

UA am(  � σ U am, dn�m(  + 
n�N

n�1
U am, dn≠m( ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +(1 − σ)∗ 0.

(4)

Substituting the matrix payoff in Table 2, the attacker’s
payoff is

UA am(  � σ qn�m −P − c
m
a(  + 1 − qn�m(  R − c

m
a(  . (5)

*en, the total payoff of the attacker is

UA � 
N

m�0
UA am( 

� σ 
N

m�1
−qn�m(P + R) + R − c

m
a(  .

(6)

3.2.2. Defender’s Payoff Function. When the defender
chooses method d0 (not defend), the defender’s payoff is

UD d0(  � σ 

N

m�1
UD d0, am(   + UD d0, a0( 

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭

+(1 − σ) UD d0, a0(  .

(7)

When the defender selects method dn (1≤ n≤N), the
defender’s payoff is

UD dn(  � σ 
N

m�1
UD dn, am(  + UD dn, a0( ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

+(1 − σ) UD dn, a0(  .

(8)

Substituting the matrix payoff in Table 2, the defender’s
payoff is

Table 1: Notations and significance.

Notations Significance
A DDoS attacker
D Defender (SAG-SDN controller)
am Using attack-method-m
dn Using defense-method-n
pm Probability of using attack-method-m
qn Probability of using defense-method-n
cm

a Cost of using attack-method-m for attacker
cn

d Cost of using defense-method-n for defender
wm Utility of attack-method-m’s success
P Penalty for attacker after being detected
R Total resources of SAG-SDN controller
N Numbers of attack methods
UA Utility of DDoS attacker
U D Utility of defender
σ Prior belief of defender about the type of network
σ′ Correction of prior belief
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UD dn(  � σ pn�m R − c
n
d(  + 

m≠n
pm −R − c

n
d(  + p0 −c

n
d( 

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭ +(1 − σ) −c
n
d( . (9)

*en, the total payoff of the defender is

UD � 
N

n�1
UD dn(  + UD d0( 

� 
N

n�1
σpn�mR − 

N

n�1
c

n
d.

(10)

3.3. Nash Equilibrium

Theorem 1. Nash equilibrium refers to a group of strategy
combinations in which all players choose the strategy that
maximizes their returns and have no reason to deviate from
this strategy.

Because the existence of the attacker is uncertain, there is
no pure Nash equilibrium strategy in the game model but

only a mixed Nash equilibrium strategy. Mixed strategy
refers to the strategy in which players randomly choose
different actions in a certain probability distribution under
the given information, and it is a probability distribution in
its strategy space.

3.3.1. Defender’s Mixed Strategy. According to the payoff
function of the attacker, the mixed strategy of the defender
q0, q1, q2, . . . , qN  is to be solved. For the attacker, nomatter
what method the defender chooses, it can obtain the
maximum expected payoff; that is, the payoff of each at-
tacker’s action is equal.

To let UA(aN) � · · · � UA(a2) � UA(a1) � UA(a0),

UA am(  � σ qn�m −P − c
m
a(  + 1 − qn�m(  R − c

m
a(   � 0.

(11)

Solving (11),

Switch

Malicious host

Switch

Malicious hostNormal host

Generate new
flow entries

Extract and integrate
flow featuresPacket_in_handler

··· ···

··· ···Target host Normal hostNormal host

Obtain the update
of prior belief

Update the next
attack strategy

Calculate
maximum payoff

Jugde if an attack
has occurred

Initiate penalties and
create flow rules

No

Yes

Update prior
belief

Calculate maximum
payoff Control Plane:

Defender’s Game

Infrastructure Plane:
Attacker’s Game

Update the next round of
defense strategy

Packet-in
Send
DDoS traffic

Switch

Normal host

Figure 1: Framework of the system.

Table 2: Attacker-defender payoff matrix.

Attacker/defender Detect Not detect

Attack −P − cm
a , R − cn

d (m� n)
R − cm

a , −R − cn
d (m≠n) R − cm

a , −R

Not attack 0, −cn
d 0, 0
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qn�m �
R − c

m
a

P + R
(1≤m≤N),

q0 � 1 − 
N

m�1
qm.

(12)

It can be seen from formula (12) that the probability of
the defender choosing a certain defense method is related to
the cost of the corresponding attack method and the pun-
ishment imposed by the defender. *e higher the attack cost
is and the greater the punishment is, the less likely the

attacker is to choose this method and the less likely the
defender is to defend this attack.

3.3.2. Attacker’s Mixed Strategy. According to the defender’s
payoff function, the attacker’s mixed strategy
p0, p1, p2, . . . , pN  is to be solved. For the defender, no
matter what method the attacker chooses, it can obtain the
maximum expected payoff; that is, the payoff of each action
of the defender is equal.

To let UD(dN) � · · · � UD(d2) � UD(d1) � UD(d0),

σ pn�m R − c
n
d(  + 

m≠n
pm −R − c

n
d(  + 1 − 

N

m�1
m � 1⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ −c

n
d( 

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭ +(1 − σ) −c
n
d( 

� σ 
N

m�1
pm(−R) 

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭.

(13)

Solving (13),

pn�m �
c

n
d

2σR
(1≤ n≤N),

p0 � 1 − 
N

m�1
pm.

(14)

It can be seen from formula (14) that the probability of
an attacker choosing an attack method is related to the cost
of the corresponding defense method and the defender’s
belief σ about the existence of an attacker. *e higher the
defense cost is and the lower the belief is, the less likely the
defender is to choose the defensemethod and themore likely
the attacker is to deploy the attack.

To sum up, the mixed Nash equilibrium strategy set of
both offensive and defensive sides is {[p0, pm�n

� cn
d/2σR(1≤ n≤N)]; [q0, qn�m � R −cm

a /P + R(1 ≤m

≤N)]}. In other words, the two players will randomly
choose their actions with different probabilities at a certain
stage of the game.

3.4. Prior Belief Modification. *e most important thing in
the dynamic Bayesian game is the correction of the prior
belief σ′.

Before the game of the next stage starts, the defender
modifies the belief of the existence of the attacker according
to the observed actions of the attacker currently and ac-
cordingly changes his defensive strategy of the next stage.

Let the network state SA � 0, 1{ }, where SA � 0{ } rep-
resents that there is no attacker and SA � 1{ } represents that
there is an attacker. While the controller (defender) is always
normal, SD � 1{ }. *e detection rate of the defense system is
PD, and the false alarm rate is PF. *e defender will judge
whether the attacker participates in the game according to
the detected network state.

*e historical action set of attacker A at the time tt is

hA tt(  � aA t0( , aA t1( , . . . , aA tt−1(  , (15)

where aA(tt) represents the network state detected by the
defender in tt; aA(tt) � 0, 1{ }, 0{ } represents there is no
attack and 1{ } represents there is an attack. *e probability
distribution of the attacker’s optional action in tn under
different states is as follows:

P aA tt(  � 1|SA � 1(  � PD ∗p0 + PF ∗ 1 − p0( ,

P aA tt(  � 0|SA � 1(  � 1 − PD( p0 + 1 − PF(  1 − p0( ,

P aA tt(  � 1|SA � 0(  � PF,

P aA tt(  � 0|SA � 0(  � 1 − PF,

(16)

where P(aA(tt)|SA) represents the probability of the de-
tected network state aA(tt) when the real network state is SA.
*e prior belief of tt+1 is the prior belief modification of tn.
According to the Bayesian formula, the prior belief of the
defender in tt on whether there is an attacker is modified as

σ′ � σD SA|aA tt( , hA tt( ( 

�
σD SA|hA tt( ( P aA tt( |TA, hA tt( ( 

 σD SA|hA tt( ( P aA tt( |TA, hA tt( ( 
.

(17)

*is is the prior belief of the defender in tt+1, which will
guide the strategic choice of the defender in the next stage.
*e algorithm pseudocode of optimal strategy selection for
both attacker and defender in tt+1 is as follows.

Firstly, input initial parameters: defender’s prior belief σ,
costs of an attack ca, defense costs cd, punishment P,
controller’s resource R, initial attack strategy space a and
defense strategy space d, detection rate PD, and false alarm
rate PF. Secondly, both sides calculate their biggest payoffs of
the current stage according to the current prior belief, then
output strategy spaces A∗ and D∗ of the next stage, and
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randomly select actions of offense and defense. *irdly,
according to the detected network situation (0 means no
attack is detected and 1 means attack is detected), the de-
fender updates the prior belief by using the Bayesian for-
mula, and then both sides play the next round of the game in
cycles (see Algorithm 1).

3.5. DDoSAttack Detection. Different types of DDoS attacks
have different flow characteristics, which are not differen-
tiated in most studies at present. *e flows of DDoS are
regarded as a whole, and the overall defense method is
adopted. It requires the collection of the most features of
samples to implement real-time monitoring, which costs a
lot. In this paper, for different types of DDoS attacks, the
traffic characteristics that best describe the attack mode are
extracted, respectively, for detection cost differentiation, so
as to provide support for the selection of different strategies
in the game theory model. *ree common DDoS attack
methods are selected, namely, SYN Flood, ICMP Flood, and
UDP Flood.*eir traffic characteristics are shown in Table 3.
SYN Flood has three features, ICMP Flood has four, and
UDP Flood has five. *e main attack features selected are as
follows. *e samples required for the calculation of the
following features are collected by the controller within a
time interval.

Average Packets per Flow (AP). When a DDoS attack
occurs, the number of flows increases sharply, resulting in a
decrease in the average packet number of flows.

AP �
n

f
, (18)

where n represents the number of packets and f represents
the number of flows.

Average Bytes of Packet per Flow (AB). When a DDoS
attack occurs, the number of flows increases sharply, and the
information load in the attack traffic is very small, which will
lead to the decrease of the average bit number of stream
packets.

AB �
b

f
, (19)

where b represents the number of packet bits.
Flow Entry Growth (FG). When the network situation is

normal, the growth rate of flow tables is low and relatively
stable. When a DDoS attack occurs, the number of flow
entries will increase sharply, which will increase the burden
on the controller and affect the quality of the network.

FG �
e

t
, (20)

where e represents the number of additional flow entries and
t represents interval time.

Source IP Addresses Growth (SG). Some DDoS will use a
large number of forged source IP addresses to attack the
target host, resulting in a sharp increase in the growth rate of
source IP addresses in the flow table.

SG �
s

t
, (21)

where s represents the number of additional source IP
addresses.

Destination IP Addresses Growth (DG). DDoS generally
aims at a certain host or several hosts. During the attack
period, the destination IP addresses will present a centralized
situation, and the growth rate will slow down.

DG �
d

t
, (22)

where d represents the number of additional destination IP
addresses.

We take 2 seconds as an interval to extract and integrate
the above features, respectively.*e sample-set calculated by
collection is S � (Xi, Yj), i � 1, 2, . . . , k, j � 1, 2 , where Xi

is the feature tuple, SYN Flood’s tuple is [FG, SG, DG],
ICMP Flood’s tuple is [AP, AB, FG, SG, DG], and UDP
Flood’s tuple is [AP, AB, FG, SG, DG]; Yj is the classification

Input: σ, ca, c d,P,R, P D, PF

Output: A∗, D∗ //Optimal attack and defense strategies
begin

(1) a � {a0, a1, a2,. . ., aN}//Attack type space
(2) d � {d0, d1, d2,. . ., dN}//Defense type space
(3) Compute maxUA, maxU D //attacker and defender’s maximum benefits
(4) Output p � {p0, p1, p2,. . ., pN}//*e attacker’s current round optimal mixed strategy set
(5) Output q � {q0, q1, q2,. . ., qN}//*e defender’s current round optimal mixed strategy set
(6) Deploy A∗, D∗

(7) Defender detection results aA(tt) � 0, 1{ } //Check if an attack occurred. 0 did not occur. 1 did occur
(8) if aA(tt) � � 1
(9) σ′ � Bayesian(SA|aA(tt) � 1) //Bayes’ rule is used to calculate the prior probability of the presence of attackers
(10) else
(11) σ′ � Bayesian(SA|aA(tt) � 0)

(12) end if
(13) σ � σ′ //A transcendental belief correction, that is, the next round of defender’s transcendental belief

end

ALGORITHM 1: *e optimal strategy selection algorithm for both sides in tt
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identification, Yj � 0 represents the classification of normal
traffic and Yj � 1 represents the classification of attack
traffic. SVM is selected for training, which is a small sample
learning method. SVM can avoid “dimension disaster” and
has a good performance in dichotomy problems. To ensure
the training efficiency, at least 4000 records are collected for
each type of traffic, and the ratio of the number of training
records to the testing records is 2 :1.*e classification results
of the three DDoS attacks are shown in Table 4. It can be seen
that the accuracy is high. *e three detection methods are
independent of each other and cannot be tested by each
other.

4. Experiment and Analysis

*is simulation is completed with a virtual machine on
VMware on a desktop, and the configurations of the desktop
and the virtual machine are shown in Table 5 and 6.

In this paper, the network simulation tool is Mininet, the
controller is local Ryu, and the DDoS attack generation tool
is hping3. A fan-shaped topology is set up, which consists of
a controller C0, three Open vSwitch switches S1, S2, and S3,
and 15 hosts h1–h15. Since the controller is local, its IP
address is 127.0.0.1:6653, and the IP addresses of the three
switches are 121.0.0.11, 122.0.0.11, and 123.0.0.11. Switch S1
is connected to five hosts from h1 to h5 with IP addresses
from 121.0.0.1 to 121.0.0.5. Switch S2 is connected to five
hosts from h6 to h10 with IP addresses from 122.0.0.1 to
122.0.0.5. Switch S3 is connected to five hosts from h11 to
h15, and IP addresses are 123.0.0.1∼123.0.0.5. S1 is con-
nected with S2 and S3, respectively. *e targeted host h1’s IP
address in the S1 network is 121.0.0.1. Attack hosts are h6,
h9, and h11. *e bandwidth between hosts in the same
network segment is about 25 Gbit/s, and the bandwidth
between hosts in different network segments is about
100Mbit/s. *e test network topology is shown in Figure 2.

CPU usage can be a good indicator of the resources
consumed by a process. *us, the different costs in this
paper are set as the CPU usage of the corresponding
processes. According to formula (12), the probability of the
defender choosing a certain defense method depends on
the cost of the corresponding attack method, the total
amount of controller resources, and the punishment cost of
the attacker. *e cost of the attack method refers to the
utilization rate of the hping3 tool in the CPU when an
attack is launched alone.*e total resource of the controller
is set as 1 (when the whole resource of our computer is
occupied by the Ryu-manager process). *e cost of the
attacker being punished is mainly that the channel of
message transmission between the two is closed by the
controller. In our topology, there are three malicious hosts,
so set P � 2.5, a little smaller than 3 for space reservation.
According to actual statistical calculation, when hping3 is
used to initiate SYN Flood, ICMP Flood, and UDP Flood
for one minute, the average CPU occupancy is
1.573%,1.483%, and 1.558%. *us, the defense strategy can
be calculated as follows: {q0 � 0.1560, qSYN � 0.2812,
qICMP � 0.2815, qUDP � 0.2813}.

According to formula (14), the probability of an attacker
taking an attack method depends on the cost of the defense
method, the number of controller resources, and the de-
fender’s prior belief. *e initial prior belief is set as 0.5 (in-
termediate probability), and the controller resource is 1.
According to the actual statistical calculation, the controller
uses SYN Detect, ICMP Detect, and UDP Detect for one
minute, and their average CPU occupancy rates are 7.208%,
7.373%, and 7.398%. *en, the initial attack strategy can be
calculated as p0 � 0.7820 , pSYN � 0.0721, pICMP � 0.0737,
pUDP � 0.0740}. *e prior belief update is affected by the
detection rate and false alarm rate, and the detection rate is set
as P D � 0.9, which means that the probability of detecting at
the current stage is 0.9. *e false alarm rate is almost 0 from
Section 3.5, which can be set asPF � 0.001. So far, all the initial
parameters required for the model have been input.

4.1.DDoSAttackDetection. *eprior belief correction of the
defender for the presence of an attacker in the network is
determined by formula (17), and the simulation results are
shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the blue ○ line represents the defender’s
prior belief about the presence of an attacker in the network,
which can be seen as changing with the observed network
state. Initially, the defender does not detect the attack, so its
belief in the presence of an attacker in the network drops and
stays low. Once an attack is detected, the prior belief rapidly
rises to 1, and the defender holds a belief that there must be
an attacker in the network and then maintains full defense
for a longer period. After failing to detect the attack for a
long time, the prior belief gradually decreases and remains at
a low level and then rises rapidly after the attack occurs
again. It can be seen that the prior belief correction has high
sensitivity and fast convergence speed and can effectively
deal with the change of attack situation, thus saving the
unnecessary waste of resources. *e red + line represents the
probability that the attacker does not attack; black · line,
green ∗ line, and yellow< line, respectively, represent the
probability that the attacker takes SYN Flood, ICMP Flood,
and UDP Flood. It can be seen from formula (14) that the
probability of an attacker choosing a certain attackmethod is
related to the defender’s prior belief and the cost of the
corresponding defense method. In the case of a small dif-
ference in defense cost, the probability curves of the three
attack methods are similar. As can be seen from Figure 3,
with the change of the defender’s prior beliefs, the attacker
will try to choose not to attack in the case of high belief for
his payoff, while in the case of low belief, he will choose
different attack methods according to the cost of corre-
sponding defense measures, which is in line with reality. *e
whole game process of the two sides presents a dynamic
balance.

4.2. Influence of Detection Rate and False Alarm Rate on Prior
Belief. Detection rate P D and false alarm rate PF have
important effects on belief convergence. In MATLAB, we
compared the changes of three groups of prior belief cor-
rection under different detection rates and false alarm rates,
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and they are P D � 0.9 and PF � 0.02 (blue 〇 line); P D �

0.7 and PF � 0.1 (black< line); P D � 0.5 and PF � 0.2
(red ∗ line). *is is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from

Figure 4, in the case of high detection rate and low false
alarm rate, prior belief converges more quickly, can be
upregulated or downregulated quickly, and will not decline

Table 3: *e main characteristics and selected features of different DDoS attacks.

DDoS
attack Characteristics Features

SYN Flood High speed, source address spoof, and destination address concentricity FG, SG, and DG
ICMP Flood Large amount of short time, high speed, and destination address concentricity AP, AB, FG, and DG

UDP Flood Heavy traffic in short time, high speed, source address spoof, and destination address
concentricity AP, AB, FG, SG, and DG

Table 4: DDoS classification results based on SVM.

DDoS attack Training dataset (train/test) Accuracy (%)
SYN Flood 5555/2778 99.93
ICMP Flood 7390/3697 100
UDP Flood 5882/2941 99.86

Table 5: Configurations of the desktop.

Equipment Desktop

CPU (R)Core (TM)i5-3470@3.20” title� “mailto:Intel (R)Core (TM)i5-3470@3.20”>Intel (R)Core (TM)i5-3470@
3.20GHz

Memory size 16GB
Operating system Windows 10
Type of operating system 64 bits
Hard drive capacity 1 TB

Table 6: Configurations of the virtual machine.

Equipment Virtual machine

CPU (R)Core (TM)i5-3470@3.20” title� “mailto:Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3470@3.20”>Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3470@
3.20GHz

Memory size 2GB
Operating system Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
Type of operating
system 64 bits

Disk 40GB

C0

S2 S1 S3

h11
123.0.0.1

Target hostMalicious host Malicious host Malicious host

h12 h13 h14 h15h1
121.0.0.1

h2 h3 h4 h5h6
122.0.0.1

h7 h8 h9 h10

Figure 2: *e test network topology.
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immediately after the attack but will remain for a longer
period of time. In the case of low detection rate and high
false alarm rate, belief convergence is slow and may not
reach 1, which is not conducive to defense. *erefore, the
selection of detection method has a very important impact
on the performance of the whole system. *e accuracy of
SVM is very high, and it is competent for this work.

4.3. TrafficData of the TargetedHost. During the game, real-
time monitoring of traffic is carried out on the port of the
targeted host to verify whether the attack and defense game
is in a dynamic balance and whether the attacker’s strategy is
changing dynamically. *e monitoring result is shown in
Figure 5. Wireshark is used to detect the real-time traffic of
the targeted host h1. *e horizontal axis was the time, and
the vertical axis was the packet speed. It can be clearly seen

from Figure 5 that the traffic rate of the targeted host
presents the characteristics of dynamic changes. When the
defender has a high prior belief for the presence of the
attacker, the probability of the attacker choosing not to
attack increases greatly, and the traffic of the attacker is
normal during this period. On the contrary, the packet rate
of the targeted host increases significantly when attacked,
almost tens of times more than normal.

4.4. Time Delay of the Targeted Host. Time delay is a very
important reference index in the network, which represents
the patency of the network. *is paper collects the delay data
of the ping operation of the normal host h2 against targeted
host h1 in the game, as shown in Figure 6. It can be clearly seen
from the figure that the ping delay increases significantly and
exhibits periodic characteristics when the attack is happening.
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Figure 3: Modification of prior belief and attacker’s behavior.
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It is in line with expectations. However, due to the large traffic
of DDoS attacks, some ICMP packets sent by h1 during the
attack of h2 could not be echoed and were lost, resulting in the
loss of data. *erefore, some delay peaks in Figure 6 are low,
while the others are high. Under normal network conditions,
the average echo time of ping is about 0.02∼0.05ms, but under
DDoS attacks, it can be as high as several seconds, and the
network is congested or even crashed.

4.5.HardwareConsumption. *emain purpose of this paper
is to reduce the defense cost and improve defense efficiency.
To show the improvement, we choose an SVM method that
covers all the five characteristics (AP, AB, FG, SG, and DG)
as described in Section 3.5. *e traditional SVMmethod is a
method without game theory that does not differentiate each
DDoS attack’s cost. In this traditional SVM defense scheme,
the cost of the defense system is maintained high all the time.
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Figure 6: Time delay of the targeted host.
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Figure 5: Traffic statistics of the targeted host.
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We quantify the overhead in terms of the CPU usage of the
controller process. As shown in Figure 7, the CPU utilization
of our proposed mechanism against DDoS attacks is com-
pared with that of the traditional SVM mechanism. *e
traditional mechanism is the machine learning method
without game theory which does not differentiate each
DDoS attack’s cost. It can be seen that, in the case based on
game theory, both sides of the attacker and defender are
rational, and the attacker will measure its own payoffs and
make the decision not to attack, so the defender does not
have to maintain the defense all the time, and the whole
process also presents a dynamic balance. However, under the
traditional mechanism, both sides of the attack and defense
will not rationally analyze the current situation and almost
always maintain the most expensive attack and defense
behavior, resulting in unnecessary waste. In this paper, we
collected the changes in CPU utilization of the two mech-
anisms over a 400s period. *e average CPU utilization of
the traditional SVM mechanism (orange line) was 36.5%,
while the average CPU utilization of the defense mechanism
(blue line) was 20.6%, and the consumption was reduced by
43.6%, which reduced overhead.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, with the advantage of optimal strategy se-
lection, a DDoS attack and defense model based on a dy-
namic Bayesian game is designed for the DDoS attack

problem faced by SD-SAGIN. Different detection methods
based on SVM are designed for different DDoS attack types.
*e detection accuracy is high, and both sides have four
corresponding attack and defense methods. *e defender
adjusts his prior belief that there is an attacker in the network
by detecting the network situation. Under Nash equilibrium,
the defender randomly selects defense methods in fixed
strategy space, and the attacker adjusts the selection prob-
ability of different attack strategies based on the change of
prior beliefs. *e two sides form a dynamic balance in the
game process, which can effectively reduce the attack
probability of the attacker and reduce the unnecessary re-
source waste of the defender. Compared with the traditional
SVM defense method, the proposed method can reduce
defense overhead and improve defense efficiency while
ensuring network security. However, while reducing the
overhead, the detection delay of DDoS is increased to a low
degree, which needs to be improved in the subsequent work.
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